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Vol. XIV.—February, 1845.—No. 2.

Art I. An Ordinance for the suppression of the Triad and

other secret societies in the island of Hongkong and its depen-

dencies.

What evidence the governor and council may poshes, to prove to

others or to satisfy themselves, that any branches or members of the

Triad Society exist in Hongkong vve know not. That some of this

brotherhood have resided on the island, and carried on secret corres-

pondence, and held secret meetings, we presume it to be true. Indeed

if we remember rightly, we have somewhere seen documentary evi-

dence of the existence here, of this or similar associations. China is

full of secret societies, and probably has been so from time immemo-

rial. But of.the character, objects, and doings of all these, we know^

very little. The Chinese government disapproves of all associations,

secret and public, if formed among the people
;
and it has enacted

severe laws for their suppression. What has been the effect of these

laws we are not able to say. In looking over the Penal Code, some

years back, we remember having seen the names of several societies.

The Triad and that called Tien chii kidu (Christianity as taught by

the Roman Catholics) were among the number. And during the

reign of the Ta Tsing dynasty, perhaps no association has been more

strongly reprobated or more severely persecuted than the one last

named. With what propriety government has done this, we leave it

for others to determine for themselves. Chinese moralists also have

joined with the government, in action against these associations.

Unpopular though they may have been, yet great multitudes of the

people have united with them; and it is impossible to compute their

8-VOL. XIV NO, II
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numbers, or form any satisfactory opinion regarding their strength,

all their operations being secret.

In Canton, it is said, the numbers of the Triad Society are very

numerous. From the nature of the case, however, no one will ac-

knowledge any connection with it or speak of it in favorable terms.

On the contrary, when alluded to by the Chinese, they invariably

reprobate the association, as one composed only of bad men, leagued

together only for evil purposes. We have heard it said, that its

grand object is the overthrow of the Manchu dynasty. No doubt

the Society is strong, and has often resisted the authority of go-

vernors and magistrates. But bad as its principles and doings may

be, we do not think the government of China has much cause to

fear its machinations or dread its power. At Malacca, Singapore,

Penang, &c., its power has been much greater than in China.

While writing this paragraph we hear that, in the city of Hiangshdn,

between Canton and Macao, its members are giving the magistrate

Tto little annoyance.

As some of our readers may not have at hand the works which

contain notices of these secret societies, and the enactments of the

Chinese government regarding them, we propose to throw together,

in separate articles, such items of information as may seem to bear

on the late ordinance, which we here first introduce without further

prologue.

“Hongkong, anno octavo Victoriae Regis,

No. 1, 1845.

“ By his excellency John Francis Davis, esq., governor and com-

mander-in-chief of the colony of Hongkong and its dependencies,

her majesty’s plenipotentiary and chief superintendent of the trade

of British subjects in China, with the advice of the Legislative Coun-

cil of Honukonsr.

“An ordinance for the suppression of the Triad and other secret

Societies within the island of Hongkong and its dependencies.

“ Whereas the Triad Society and other secret societies prevalent

in China exist among the inhabitants of the island of Hongkong, and

whereas these associations have objects in view which are incompa-

tible with the maintenance of good order and constituted authority

and with the security of life and property and afford by means of a

secret agency increased facilities for the commission of crime and for

t he escape of offenders :

“I. Be it therefore enacted and ordained by the governor of
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Hongkong with the advice of t lie Legislative Council thereof that from

and after the passing of this ordinance if any person or persons being

of Chinese origin in the said island or its dependencies shall be a

member or members of the Triad Society or other secret societies

as aforesaid, be, she or they shall in consequence thereof be guilty of

felony and being duly convicted thereof shall be liable to be impri-

soned for any term not exceeding three years, with or without hard

labor, and at the expiration of such term of imprisonment that such

person shall be marked on the right cheek in the manner usual in

the case of military deserters and be expelled from the said island.

“Passed the Legislative Council of Hongkong, this 8th day of

January, 1845

“John Francis Davis, Governor, i^c.,

“Adoi.fhus E. Shelley,
“ Clerk of Councils.”

Art. II. Some account of a secret association in China, entitled

the Triad Society. By the late Dr. Milne, principal of the

Ang/o-Chinese College. Communicated [to the Royal Asiatic

Society of Great Birtain and Ireland
]
by the Rev. Robert

Morrison, d. d., f. r. s., m. r. a. s. Read February 5th, 1835.

The writer of this paper is fully sensible how difficult it is to discover

that which is studiously concealed, under the sanction of oaths,

curses and the (supposed) impending vengeance of the gods; and

how liable one is, even after the utmost care, to be mistaken in

tracing the progress of any set of principles and schemes, which the

fortunes or lives of the parties who have adopted them are concerned

to hide, to varnish, to distort, and to misrepresent. He therefore

offers the following remarks, not as the result of firm and unhesita-

ting conviction, but as having a good deal of probability to support

them, and as containing the substance of the best information pro-

curable in bis situation. He bees then to say a few words on the

name, objects, government, initiatory ceremonies, secret signs, and

seal of the said association, and to conclude with a few miscellane-

ous remarks.

First, the name. The name is not expressed on the seal, and

hence it is difficult to ascertain it with certainty. It seems, however,
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to be the San holi kwui, i. e. “ The Society of the

three united,” or “ The Triad Society.” The three referred to in this

name are tien, ti, jin, ^ ‘ heaven, earth, and man,’ which

are the three great powers in nature, according to the Chinese doc-

trine of the universe. In the earlier part of the reign of late Chi-

nese majesty Kicking, the same society existed, but under a different

denomination. It was then called the tien ti hwui,

“ The Ccelesto-terrestrial Society,” or “ the society that unites hea-

ven and earth.” It spread itself rapidly through the provinces, had

nearly upset the government, and its machinations were not entirely

defeated till about the eighth years of the said emperor’s reign, when

the chiefs were seized and put to death; and it was (in the usual

bombast of Chinese reports) officially stated to his majesty, “ that there

was riot so much as one member of that rebellious fraternity left under

the wide extent of the heavens.” The fact, however, was just the con-

trary, for they still existed, and operated, though more secretly
;
and

it is said, that a few' years after they assumed the name of the “ T riad

Society,” in order to cover their purposes. But the name, by which

they chiefly distinguish themselves, is Hung kid t the “ Flood

Family.”

There are other associations formed both in China and in the

Chinese colonies that are settled abroad, as the Tien hau hwui,

HE the “ Queen of Heaven’s Company, or Society called

also, the Nidng nid hwui, Wj it’
or “ Her Ladyship’s So-

ciety meaning the “ queen of heaven, the mother and nurse of all

things.” These associations are rather for commercial and idolatrous

purposes, than for the overthrow of social order
;
though it is said,

that the members of the “ Queen of Heaven’s Society,” settled in

Bengal and other parts, unite in house-breaking, &,c.

Secondly, the object. The object of this society at first does not

appear to have been peculiarly hurtful; but, as numbers increased,

the object degenerated from mere mutual assistance, to theft, rob-

bery, the overthrow of regular government, and an aim at political

power. In foreign colonies, the objects of this association are

plunder, and mutual defense. The idle, gambling, opium-smoking

Chinese (particularly of the lower class), frequently belong to this

fraternity. What they obtain by theft or plunder is divided in shares,

according to the rank which the members hold in the society. They

engage to defend each other against attacks from police officers : to

hide each others crimes; to assist detected members to make their
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escape from t lie hands of justice. A Chinese tailor in Malacca,

named Tsaufii, who committed murder, in the close of 1818, shortly

after the transfer of the colony, and made his escape from the hands

of justice, was a chief man in this society; and, it is believed, had a

considerable number of persons under his direction, both on the land

and at sea. There cannot be a doubt but his escape was partly owing

to the assistance of his fellow-members, as a rigorous search was made

for him by the police. In places where most of the members are

young, if one takes a dislike to any man who is not a member, the

others arc sure to mark that man as the butt of their scorn and

ridicule. If any one feels injured, the others take part in his quarrels,

and assist him in seeking revenge. Where their party is very strong,

persons are glad to give them sums of money annually, that they may

spare their property, or protect it from other banditti, which they

uniformly do when confided in, and will speedily recover stolpn

goods. In such places as Java, Singapore, Malacca, and Penang,

when a Chinese stranger arrives to reside for any length of time, he

is generally glad to give a trifle of money to this brotherhood to be

freed from their annoyance.

The professed design, however, of the San huh hwui is benevolence,

as the following motto will shew :

Yu full tung hiang, ^ JjjJ
]§F

Yu ho tung tang
; |^j

The blessing, reciprocally share;

The woe, reciprocally bear.

They assist each other, in whatever country, whenever they can

make themselves known to each other by the signs.

Thirdly, its government. The government (if it be proper to

dignify the management of so worthless a combination by such an

epithet) of the San hoh hwui, is vested in three persons, who are all

denominated Kd, “ elder brothers,” a name given by way of

courtesy to friends 1 in the same manner as freemasons style each

other brothers and brethren, and as certain religious societies call

their members brethren, and say “ brother ” so and so. They dis-

tinguish between the ruling brethren thus : Yih k6, Ejl. v/t kd,

-
San kd, — “brother first; brother second; brother

third.” There may be others who take part in the management,

where the society’s members are numerous. The members generally

are called Hiung ti, brethren.”

Of the laws, discipline, and interior management of the San hoh
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hwui, the writer of this lias not been able to obtain any information.

There is said to be a MS. book, containing the society’s regulations,

written on cloth
,
for the sake of preserving the writing long in a legible

state. Should a detection be made, the cloth MS. may, for the time,

be thrown into a well or pond, from which it can afterwards at.

convenience be taken out; and in case of the person, in whose care it

is, being pursued by the police, and obliged to swim across a river,

&.C., he carries the MS. with him
;
and as the ink appears to possess

a peculiar quality, the impression in either case is quite legible. As

they cannot print their regulations, this seems well calculated to

preserve them from oblivion.

The heads of this fraternity, as in all other similar association,

have a larger share of all the booty that is procured, than the other

members.

Fourthly, initiatory ceremonies. Of these but a very imperfect

idea can be obtained. The initiation takes place commonly at night,

in a very retired or secret chamber. There is an idol there, to which

offerings are presented, and before which the oath of secresy is taken.

The Chinese say there are San shih luh shi, “j
-*

“thirty-six oaths” taken on the occasion; but it is probable that,

instead of being distinct oaths, these are different particulars of one

oath, very likely the imprecations contained in it, against persons

who shall disclose the nature and objects of the society.

A small sum of money is given by the initiated to support the

general expense. There is likewise a ceremony which they call

Kw6 kidu, mm- “ crossing the bridge.” This bridge is formed

of swords, either laid between two tables (an end resting on each),

or else set up on the hilts, and meeting at the point
;
or held up in

the hands of two ranks of members, with the points meeting, in form

of an arch. The persons who receive the oath, take it under this

bridge, which is called
—“passing, or crossing the bridge.” The

yih k6, or chief ruling brother, sits at the head of this steel bridge

(or each with a drawn sword), reads the articles of the oath, to every

one of which an affirmative response is given by the new member,

after which he cuts off the head of a cock, which is the usual form

of a Chinese oath, intimating
—“thus let perish all who divulge the

secret.” But it is said the grand ceremony can only be performed

where there is a considerable number of members present. They

worship heaven and earth on those occasions, and sometimes, when

the place is sufficiently secluded, perform the initiatory rites in the

open air.
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Fifthly, secret signs. Some of the marks by which l lie members

of the San huh hwui make themselves known to each other, are those

that follow :—mystic numbers; the chief of which is the number three.

They derive their preference for this probably from the name ol their

society, “ the Triad Society.” In conformity with this preference

they adopt odd rather then even numbers, when it can be done.

They say three , three times ten, three hundred, three thousand, three

myriads, rather than two, four times, ten, &,c.

The word Hung, above-mentioned, contains the number thrre

hunderd and twenty-one, and is often used by them for particular

purposes. They separate its component parts thus: san pah ’rh-

shih yih, 7 A — The character san is properly a form of

shwui, (water), as used in composition, and should have this

sound; but in the analysis of any Chinese character, of which this

form of shwui constitutes the dexter component, the teacher says to

his pupil, son tien sliwui, ^ 9?^ 7^, i. e. put “ three points water at

the side,” or “ the three point form of shwui.” But when used by

the San holi hwui, the word san (or three) alone is employed ; the

other parts being out of place for them. Pah, j\ ,
or eight, much

resembles in sound pch,
,
(an hundred) and in a rapid conversation

is scarely distinguishable from it. ‘Rh-shih, is the united or

mercantile form of ’rh shih, 2Z. or “two tens,” run together for

the sake of expedition in business. Yih, —
,

is the common form of

one. Now hearing the component parts of hung gone over in this

manner, it seems to the uninitiated to mean son pch ’rh shih yih,

= B - + - “ three hundred and twenty-one." What the

members themselves mean by it, it is impossible to discover. I11

writing, it is as above analyzed
;

or in uttering the sound of the

components, they equally understand each other’s meaning.

Certain motions of the fingers constitute a second class of signs ;

e. g. using three of the fingers in taking up any thing. If a member

happens to be in company, and wishes to discover whether there be

a brother present, he takes up his tea-cup or cover (Chinese tea-cups

have always a cover), with the thumb, the fore, and middle fingers, or

with the fore, middle, and third fingers, and which, if perceived by an

initiated person, is answered by a corresponding sign. It does not,

however, follow from this that every Chinese who uses three fingers,

taking iu up, or holding, his tea-cup, is a member of the San hoh hwui,

for many of them do it from mere habit. But there is a certain way

of doing it by the initiated, which they themselves only know. In
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lifting any thing that requires both hands, they use three lingers of

each hand.

They also have recourse to odes and pieces of poetry
,
as secret

marks.—(See below, under “explanation of words within the first

octangular lines.)

Shth, the seal. The seal is a quinquangidar figure : this, as above

noticed, is one of the Society’s mystical numbers. From the manner

in which some characters on the seal were written, it is not impro-

bable that some of them have been erroneously explained. The

following is submitted as the best explanation of them which the

writer’s present circumstances enable him to furnish.

Explanation of the characters at the five corners, in the outer,

or quinquangular lines.

I- Tu, T. the earth planet, i. e. Saturn; which, according to

Chinese, especially regards and influences the centre of the earth

also one of the five elements.

2. Muh, the wood planet or Jupiter, or the planet which

reigns in the eastern part of the heavens.
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3. Shwui, 7]^) the water planet, i. e. Mercury
,
to which the domi-

nion of the northern hemisphere is confided.

4. Kin,
fy*. the metal planet, i. e. Ferctts, to which the care of

the west is confided.

5. H6, jJ^, the fire planet, i. e. Mars
,
to which the southern he-

misphere is assigned.

N. B. The reasons (or some of the reasons) why these planets

are placed at the corners of this seal, may be, because they are the

basis of Chinese astrological science, and because they are considered

the extreme points of all created things.

Explanation of the foe characters which are

directly under the planets.

6. Hung,
'-fa

t, a flood or deluge of waters. One of the secret

designations of their fraternity is hunghid, literally, “ the flood

family intended, perhaps, to intimate the extent and effectiveness

of their operations, that, as a flood, they spread and carry every thing

before them.

7. Hdu
, j|^, a leader; a chief or brave man.

8. Han, 'jiji, the name of an ancient dynasty; but, in certain

connections, signifying a bold and daring man, which is most pro-

bably the sense here.

9. ViJig, a hero.

10. Kia,1%., a stand
;
but metaphorically used to denote a per-

son of importance to the state, or to society, as we use tropes, and

say, “such man is a pillar,” “the stay of his country.”

N. B. Though this be the ordinary meaning of these words, it is

possible that they may be used by the fraternity in a mystical and

occult sense.

Explanation of the other characters within the same limits.

Ying, hiung, hwui, holt, twan, yuen, shf, ^ |f|j |§tj 0^

Hiung, ti, fan, kidi, yih, shdu, shi, $7 fr ff]
—

*

“ The hero band in full assembly meet

;

“ Each man a verse, to make the ode complete.”

This is a very probable sense of the words as they are placed, es-

pecially as it is known to be a frequent practice of this fraternity to

converse together in poetry; and in order to elude suspicion, while

in company with others, one man takes but a line, or half a line,

which by itself is utterly unintelligible to persons not initiated,, but

9VOL. XIV. NO. ir.
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which, being understood by a brother member, is responded to by

him in another line or half a line, and, by thus passing on through

several persons, an ode may be completed, though not perceived by

any but the parties themselves.

Kie ti tui, ^ ^J
-

.

The three words are inexplicable in the

order in which they stand. Kie signifies to tie, to bind, and is

often used to signify the formation of a secret association. Ti (if

we be right in the character) signifies a brother, or younger brother,

and the sense thus far would be—“ toform a brotherhood.” Tui is

a pair of anything, or two things equal to each other. But it is pro-

bable that these words have a reference to other words on the seal,

the connection of which it seems difficult to discover.

Explanation of words within the frst octangular lines.

Hiung ti tung chin
, JL &£ M

K6h yu hail tdu
; ^

Kan kH fan pdi, 0 fr
TVan ku yu chuen. S •£ # l#

Which may be thus read :

—

The Brethren all in battle join,

Each ready with a chosen sign
;

An ancient brook with parting streams,

Still flowing down from long-past times.

In support of this version it might be urged, that the fraternity

have certain secret signs or marks, by which they make their ideas

known to each other, and in the tumults which they excite, these

signs are made use of to encourage each other in the work of des-

truction : and that they consider their society as of very ancient

origin, and as spreading through the world from age to age.

But the words may be read in lines of eight or seven syllables, and

might begin with koh, thus

:

Koh yu hau tail kau k’i fun,

Kau k’i fun pai wan ku yu.

N. B. This last line shifts back to hdu for its first syllable.

In fact there appears scarcely to be a limit to the mutations of

these numbers; for, like the changes of the pa kwa (Chinese table

of diagrams), they may contain an infinitude of senses and modifi-

cations, with which, however, the initiated alone are familiar.

Explanation of characters within the second octangular lines.

Chu kih tsing tsau hiuen hid 32 il
^ ‘iese c * ,a ‘
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racters, as they stand, seems to make no intelligible sense, and from

the circumstance of their being written with two kinds of ink, black

and red, renders it highly probable that they are constructed for the

purpose of local concealment; they are perhaps the name, real or

assumed, of the officers of the brotherhood
;
that half of the charac-

ters in red ink, which seems printed, may be permanent, and have

some general reference to the designs of the society, and to the

other characters on the seal
;
while the yellow part (on the original

blue silk seal), which is evidently written with a pencil, may, joined

to the printed half, constitute the names or epithets of the officers

in some particular place. In another place, where persons of dif-

ferent designations are chosen to be officers, the yellow part would

be different. This conjecture is confirmed by the opinion of several

learned Chinese, who have seen and examined the seal.

Wan tien wan ti «!< . These characters have, no

doubt, a reference to the ultimate view of the brotherhood, viz. univer-

sal extension and dominion; the 1st is an inverted form of 3d
;
which

is an abbreviated form of wan, a myriad
;

tien (in the quinquangular

lines) signifies heaven, and ti, earth. And the position of the two,

both looking towards the straight line on which the words heaven and

earth are written, may mystically signify the bringing of myriads of

nations under the society’s influence.

Explanation of characters within the square lines.

Chung i fit, w6 chuh tung, &*&m in m- let the faith-

ful and righteous unite so as to form a whole (i. e. an universal em-

pire). This seems the plain sense of the words, according to this

arrangement of them
;

but it is impossible to ascertain whether

something else may not be intended, as they are susceptible of as

many meanings as arrangements. This version, however, agrees

with the general views of this dangerous fraternity.

Characters within the oblong square.

Yun siring, supposed to be the name of the chief of the

fraternity, some think the founder; but, the character being written,

and in yelloiv ink, it is more likely to be the chief for the time

being, at whose death the blank space in seals subsequently issued

could be filled up with the name of his successors; whereas the

name of the founder, never changing, would be more likely to be

printed, in some permanent form.

It any weight be due to the scattered hints that have been given
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above, there will appear to be a striking resemblance in some points

between the San hoh hwui, and the society of freemasons. The
writer would not be understood, by so saying, to trace this resem-

blance in any of the dangerous principles of the San hoh hwui, for he

believes that the society of British freemasons (and of others he

knows nothing) constitutes a highly respectable body of men, whose

principles and conduct are friendly to social order, regular govern-

ment, and the peace of society. The points of resemblance, then,

between the two societies, appear to the writer to be the following.

1. In their pretensions to great antiquity, the San hoh hwui profess

to carry their origin back to the remotest antiquity. Tsz’ yu

Chung Kwoh, i. e.
“ from the first settlement of China;” and their

former name, viz. “ Cailesto-terrestrial Society,” may indicate that

the body took its rise from the creation of heaven and earth,; and it

is known that some freemasons affirm that their society “had a being

ever since symmetry and harmony began,” though others are more

moderate in their pretensions to antiquity.

2. In making benevolence and mutual assistance their professed

object, and in affording mutual assistance to each other, in whatever

country, when the signs are once given. Notwithstanding the dan-

gerous nature of the San hoh hwui, the members swear, at their ini-

tiation, to be filial and fraternal and benevolent, which corresponds

to the engagement of the freemasons, to philanthropy and the social

virtues.

3. In the ceremonies of initiation, c. g. the oath, and the solemnity

of its administration, in the arch of steel and bridge of swords. These

are so singularly striking, that they merit the attention of those es-

pecially who think freemasonry a beneficial institution, or who deem

its history worthy of investigation.

4. May not the three ruling brethren of the San hoh hwui be

considered as having a resemblance to the three masonic orders of

apprentice, fellowcraft, and master?

5. The signs, particularly “the motions with flic fingers,” in as far

as they are known or conjectured, seem to have some resemblance.

6. Some have affirmed that the grand secret of freemasonry

consists in the words “Liberty and Equality;” and if so, certainly

the term hiung ti, (i. c. “brethren”) of the San hoh hwui may,

without the least force, be explained as implying exactly the same

ideas.

Whether there exist any thing in the shape of “Lodges” in the

Sap hoh hwui, or not, the writer has no means of ascertaining; but
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he believes the Chinese law is so rigorous against this body, as to

admit of none. Nor does there appear to be a partiality among

the members for the masonic employment

.

Building does not appear

to be an object with them, at least not in as far as can be dis-

covered.

Art. ITT. Evils of forming illegal associations
;

prohibition of

magicians, leaders of sects, and teachers of false doctrines ; re-

nunciation of allegiance ; the tea sect, 8fc.

“In the reign of his present majesty, the celestial powers oversha-

dow and nourish all things, the sun and moon cast forth their radi-

ance, the universe is regulated in peace, and the tribes of men are

also universally tranquil. Of the people who live in this age, the

scholar discourses of propriety, and enforces the importance of the

ancient odes
;
while the illiterate cultivate their fields, and dig their

wells, without attending to extraneous affairs all their lives long, en-

joying soft andluxurious ease, in peace and tranquility. Truly we know

not why it is that the people, wrought upon by foreign means, have

been induced to fall into the net of delusion
;
but constantly searching

into the matter we find, that the generality of disobedient and law-

less persons, are at first nothing more than worthless characters

without any dependence
;
being poor, and having no fixed object of

pursuit, they seducingly establish some corrupt dogmas, in order to

obtain a livelihood : the stupid, they move by hopes of happiness

and fears of misery—the vicious, they blind by charms or spells—the

strong and vigorous, they teach gymnastic feats—the weak, they

subdue by blustering strength—and the poor, they tempt by bribes

of money,—until their disciples and followers become numerous

—

then in their excursions, they plunder; and in their assemblies, they

gamble
;
they flock into the markets to drink, and roar and bawl in

the open fields; the lesser among them entice dogs and chuck fowls

(in order to steal them), and the more practiced in villainy drive

away oxen, and rob the graves; so that honest and virtuous families

in the villages connot but fear them, and cannot avoid relying on

them. These pernicious evils are what the names of sects engender,

and are produced by the influence of illegal associations.
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“ To the south of the mountain Sin, a common belief in ghosts

and demons prevails, and conjurors and necromancers are encou-

raged; the spirit of the people is hardened and insubordinate, and

they are pleased with frothy and self-complacent things. Also on the

coast, the foreign merchants of the ocean carry on their trade: and as

to the Portuguese Roman Catholic religion, who can insure that it

will not roll on, and spread by degrees, till it enter China? We also

hear that on the northwest of the province, which is a very moun-

tainous district, there are continually poor people who having no pos-

sessions come from a distant part, and bringing their instruments of

husbandry with them, cultivate the waste crown lands: some of them

erect cottages by the banks of rivers, and form habitations in the

sides of the mountains, where they harbor banditti; these banditti

go forth by day to plunder and return in the evening; and although

the civil magistrates and military officers have united in order to ap-

prehend them, yet the woods being deep, and the jungle thick, when

they pursue them on the west they fly to the east
;
there are some

haunts probably which have not come to the knowledge of the magis-

trates, but the observation of the people is more certain and real. It

therefore rests with you, people, strictly to distinguish between cor-

rupt and correct doctrines, and seriously to consider the misery or

happiness attending them. Do not covet a bully’s fame; be not

moved by strange and new sayings; thirst not for present gain, and

do not remove future calamities from your sight. Awaken the

stupid, reject the disorderly, suppress the boisterous, assist the weak,

pity the poor; and then your persons and families will obtain uninter-

rupted tranquillity, and villainy and corruption will have no means of

access among you. If you do not act thus, then corrupt teachers will

deceive the people, notwithstanding the enlightened instructions of

the sages; and the multitude will be turned aside into devious paths,

notwithstanding the express injunctions of the laws.

“ Examine now in succession former generations, and you will find

that those persons who have subsisted by a stick of incense and a

measure of rice, have without exception come to an ill end, and their

adherents and descendants have been exterminated; for instance,

formerly, in the provinces of Sz’chuen, and Ilukvvang, the plun-

dering sect of the water-lily over-spread three provinces, and were

confessedly numerous; but when the great army arrived, they were

all put to the sword. And lately, another instance occurred in the

s-case of the rebel Lintsing, who had formed a band and excited in-

surrection : long before the appointed time for commencing their ope-
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rations arrived, the principal ringleader was cut into samll pieces,

and the rest of the conspirators were slain. Also Chu M.tuli, of

Yukan, in the province of Ki&ngsf, and Fang Yungshing, of Ilochau,

in the province of Nghnlnvui, having rebelled, before the affair

was brought to any head, their villainy was instantly defeated. You
inhabitants of Canton province, have also been frequently injured by

these disorders : for not long ago, the plunderers of the brotherhood

society, having collected together a multitude of persons, excited an

insurrection at Yangshi Shan, in Pohlo
;
but those who associated

with and followed them, were all of them instantly put to death;

many of you peaceable people were on account of them, obliged to

leave your families, and indeed the whole neighborhood was disturb-

ed. I would only ask, with respect to Chinlankihsz’ (the foreign lea-

der of this band) where is he now? Last year also, the vagabonds who

collected bands and formed confederacies, with a design to plunder

and rob, have all been apprehended and punished. Hence we may

see, that this kind of plundering banditti, certainly cannot by any

lucky chance escape, and whoever it is that excites insurrection and

rebellion, the powers above will not suffer him to escape. Even those

who in common convene meetings and collect money, with a design

to obtain a paltry livelihood, when once information of it is obtained,

will be punished either with sword or saw, or be bound with ropes

and cords: their accomplices also will be banished to some distant

part, where they will not be able to cherish their aged parents, to

take care of their wives and families, or to overlook their houses

and fields. Their regrets may be poignant, but their is no deliver-

ance. Alas! alas! is not this dreadful !”

Extracted from a prize essay, written at Canton in 1819.

The following is from sir George Thomas Staunton’s translation

of the Penal Code, book I., section CLXII., entitled: "‘Magicians,

leaders of sects, and teachers of the false doctrines.”

“ Magicians who raise evil spirits by means of magical books and

dire imprecations, leaders of corrupt and impious sects, and mem-

bers of all superstitious associations in general, whether denominat-

ing themselves Mt-lihfuh,
'j[|| f*)[j

;
Pch-lien she, fta it;

Ming-tsun Iciau,
flj-j ^ ;

Peh-yun tsung,
;
or in any

other manner distinguished, all of them offend against the laws, by

their wicked and diabolical doctrines and practices.

“ When such persons, having in their possession concealad images
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of their worship, burn incense in honor of them, and when they

assemble their followers by night in order to instruct them in their

doctrines, and by pretended powers and notices, endeavor to invei-

gle and mislead the multitude, the principal in the commission of

such offenses shall be strangled, after remaining in prison the usual

period, and the accessaries shall severally receive 100 blows and be

perpetually banished to the distance of 3000 li.

“ If at any time the people, whether soldiers or citizens, dress and

ornament their idols, and after accompanying them tumultuously

with drums and gongs, perform oblations and other sacred rites to

their honor, the leader or instigator of such meetings shall be pun-

ished with 100 blows.

“ If the head inhabitant of the district, when privy to such unlaw-

ful meetings does not give information to government, he shall be

punished with 40 blows.
11 The penalties of this law shall not however be so constructed

as to interrupt the regular and customary meetings of the people, to

invoke the terrestrial spirits in spring, and to return thanks to them

m autumn.”

Again from the same work we quote the following, being a trans-

lation of clauses annexed to section 255 of the Penal Code.

“ All persons who, without being related or connected by inter-

marriages, establish a brotherhood or association among them-

selves, by the ceremonial of tasting blood, and burning incense, shall

be held guilty of an intent to commit the crime of rebellion
;
and

the principal or chief leader of such association shall, accordingly,

suffer death by strangulation, after remaining for the usual period in

confinement.—The punishment of the accessaries shall be less by

one decree.—If the brotherhood exceeds twenty persons in number,

the principal offender shall suffer death by strangulation immediately

after conviction
;
and the accessaries shall suffer the aggravated

banishment into the remotest provinces.— If the brotherhood be for-

med without the aforesaid initiatory ceremonies of tasting blood and

burning incense, and according to the rules of its constitution, be

subject to the authority and direction of the elders only, but exceed

forty persons in number, then the principal shall still suffer death by

strangulation, as in the first case, and the accessaries a punishment

less by one degree.

“If the authority and direction of the association is found to be

vested in the strong youthful members, that circumstances alone shall
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he deemed a sufficient evidence of its criminality
;
and the principal

shall accordingly suffer death hy strangulation immediately after

conviction : the accessaries, as in the preceding cases, shall undergo

aggravated banishment.

“ If the association is subject to the authority and direction of the

elder brethren, and consists of more than twenty, but less than forty

members, the principals shall be punished with 100 blows, and sent

into perpetual banishment to the distance of 3000 V

.

If the associa-

tion under the last mentioned circumstances, consists of any number

less than twenty persons, the principal shall suffer 100 blows, and

wear the cangue for three months.— In both cases, the punishment

of the accessaries shall be one degree less severe than that of the

principals.

“ Whenever vagrant and disorderly persons form themselves into

a brotherhood by the initiation of blood, as aforesaid, and endeavor

to excite factious or leading men to join them, or tamper with the

soldiers and servants of public tribunals, with the same intent, hav-

ing for their ultimate object, to injure the people, and disturb the

peace of the country; and further, when such criminal practices

have been duly reported by the country-people and head of villages,

to the magistrates and governors of the division or district
;

if the

said magistrates and governors refuse or neglect to take measure for

suppressing such proceedings, or in any other manner countenance

or connive at them, so that in the end an open sedition breaks out,

ami rapine and devastation ensue, such culpable officers of govern-

ment shall be forthwith deprived of their dignities and employments,

and prosecuted for their misconduct, by accusation laid before the

supreme court of judicature.—Nevertheless, if, after such associa-

tions had been suffered to take place through the neglect or conni-

vance of the magistrates,' those magistrates exert themselves success-

fully in stoping the progress of the evil, and in preventing the com-

mission of any act of open violence, sedition, and rapine, and are,

moreover, active in seizing the criminals, and bringing them to

justice, their former neglect and omission shall, in such case, be

pardoned.

“ All those inhabitants of the neighborhood, and heads of villages,

who, when privy to these unlawful practices, omit to give informa-

tion thereof to government, shall be punished according to the

degree oi their responsibility, and the other circumstances of the

case; but, on the other hand, those who give timely notice and infor-

mation, shall be proportionably rewarded :— if, however, the charges

10VOX,. XIV. NO. 11.
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are found to have been made under frivolous pretexts, the informers

will be subject to punishment as calumniators.

“ The punishment of the brotherhood associated by the initiation

with blood, which exists in the province of Fukien, shall be confor-

mable to the afore-mentioned regulations; and further, when the

persons thus guilty, take up arms in order to resist the magistrates,

and a tumult ensues, all who are concerned in such resistance, shall,

if considered as principals, suffer death by being beheaded
;
and

by strangulation, if considered as accessaries to the offense.

“All associations connected together by secret signals, whatever

be their extent, are obviously instituted with the design of oppress-

ing the weak, and injuring the solitary and unprotected.—Where-

fore the leaders or principals of all such societies, shall be held to be

vagabonds and outlaws, and accordingly be banished perpetually to

the most remote provinces : the other members of such associations

shall be considered as accessaries, and punished less severely by

one degree.

“ Those persons who, though not regularly belonging to, had suf-

fered themselves to be seduced to accompany such associated per-

sons, shall not be banished, but shall suffer the punishment of 100

blows, and wear the cangue for three months.—All persons who,

after having been employed as soldiers or civil servants of govern-

ment, enter into any of the said unlawful associations, shall be pun-

ished as principals.

“ Any inhabitants of the neighborhood, or heads of villages, who

may be convicted of being privy to, and not reporting these practices

to government, shall be punished more or less severely, according to

the nature of the case.—Magistrates neglecting to investigate and

take cognizance of the like offenses; or from corrupt and sinister

motives, liberating and pardoning offenders after examination, shall

be punished as the law' applicable to similar cases directs.

“Notwithstanding the aforesaid, persons assembling for the sole

purpose of doing honor, or returning thanks to a particular temple

or divinity, and immediately aftenvards peaceably dispersing, shall

not be punished by any construction of these prohibitions.

“ All those vagabond and disorderly persons who have been

known to assemble together, and to commit robberies, and other

acts of violence, under the particular designation of “ Tien ti Humi,”

or “ the Association of heaven and earth,” shall immediately after

seizure, and conviction, sufler death by being beheaded; and all

those who have been induced to accompany them, and to aid and

abet their said practices, shall sufler death by being strangled.
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“ This law shall be put in force whenever this sect or association

may be revived.”

Notices of the tea sect, extracted from the Peking Gazettes for

the 27th day, 5th moon of the 21st year of Kiaking, June, 1816.

“ Tsingchang
,
of the imperial blood, and general, in command

of the city Siting, together with Yung Tsu, holding the office of

sldldng, kneel down and report. Profoundly honoring the imperial

mandate to assemble and rigorously investig.ite, and determine on

punishments proper to be inflicted, we respectfully present this do-

cument, praying that it may please his majesty to examine it.

“We have examined the case of the criminal Wang Yungtai, that

is Wang Sanku, the leader of the sect, and also the case of Wang
Chu-rh, Wang King-tsiang, and Wang Tsopih, to be banished on

his account. We immediately took the sum of their testimony, and

in a former statement reported it. At the same time, we command-

ed Wang Kingt/u the tungchi of Sinmintun, to proceed quickly to

the district of Y

,

and, with Tohsangd, the military commandant

of the town, to investigate with rigor and secrecy, whether Wang
Yungtai had delivered his doctrines and made proselytes there or

not. We also ordered them to call Chauhing and Kwoh Chaulung,

the masters of the inn in which 1Vang Yungtai resided, together

with Hidng and Pan, superiors of the people, to appear and give

evidence. Shortly after this the officers whom we thus ordered,

reported, saying, “ we have secretly searched and found out that

1Vang Yungtai fled from the border, and came to the country of I',

where, after remaining for six days, he was taken up. We still

more minutely examined and found that the said criminal had not,

after his return to Y, either delivered doctrines or made disciples.”

“ In the present year, the fourth month, and the twenty third day,

while engaged in judging of this affair, an official document was sent

to us from one of the imperial counsellors, noticing that he had

received the sovereign’s decree, stating his majesty’s pleasure which

was to this effect: “We have seen the statement of Tsingchang

and his constituents, reporting their examination of a criminal call-

ed Wang Yungtai, the principal leader of a corrupt sect in San-

chriu, and reporting also the sum of evidence obtained in the exami-

nation of three other criminals, his accessories. Moreover, in course

of examination they had discovered that there were yet remaining in

the province of Iliipeh, two criminals, disciples of IVang Yungtai.

Now we have already sent down an intimation of our will to Md
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Uwniyu, requiring him and his constitutes to take and examine with

rigor these persons. As it appears from the examination of the cri-

minal Wang Yungtai, by Tsingchang and others, that he has re-

ally made proselytes in Hupeh, the testimony of the three others

agreeing thereto. It appears also that the said criminal on returning

from Hupeh to Shihfuh kau, heard that the unauthorized sectaries

were being brought to trial, was afraid, and fled to Y

,

and other

places where he concealed himself only for a few days; and more-

over that he did not deliver his doctrines in Y. Also that Wang
CAu’rh and the other two criminals have not themselves been guilty

of practising the rules of the sect or of making disciples (but they

are involved in consecpience of being related to him). Wang
Yungtai is ordered to-be executed, and his body to be cut into small

pieces. Wang Ckii’rh and the other two are ordered to be dealt

with as the law directs, in cases where persons are involved by the

crimes of others. Take this edict and make it known. Respect

this.”

“ In obedience to the imperial mandate, it was immediately for-

warded to us. Teh-kih-tsin-tai, the governor of Y

,

sent forward to

us Chuuhing and the other, masters of the inn. We again assembled

].n court, called, and strictly examined them. From the examination

it appeared, that this Wang Yungtai otherwise called Wang Sanku

belongs to the village Shihfuh kau, in the district Fan, in the pro-

vince of Chili
;
and is the descendant of Wang Tausang. But that

he removed to the village Ngankinlu in the district of Lulang.

That his ancestors had delivered down the dogmas of the sect, called

Tsingchi Man. That on the first, and fifteenth of every month,

the votaries of this sect burn incense; make offerings of fine tea

;

bow down and worship the heavens, the earth, the sun, the moon,

the fire, the water, and their (deceased) parents. They also worship

Budhas, and the founder of their own sect. In receiving proselytes,

they use Choh-kivcii (i. e. bamboo chop-sticks) and with them touch

the eyes, ears, mouth, and nose, of those that join their sect, com-

manding them to observe the three revertings and the five precepts.

They lyingly and presumptuously affirm that the first progenitor of

the clan of Wang resides in heaven. The world is governed bv

three Budhas in rotation. The reign of Yentang Fuh, (otherwise

called Om to Fuh is past; Shihkia Fuh now reigns and the reign of

M'lih Fuh is yet to come. These sectaries affirm that Milih Fuh will

descend and be born in their family; and carry all that enter the

sect, after death, into the regions of the west, to the palace of the
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Immortal Sien, where they will he safe from the dangers of war, of

water, and of fire. Because of these sayings they deceive the simple

people, tempt them to enter the sect, and cheat them out of their

money. Those who join them are all called “ Yay.” That the cri-

minal had two brothers, now dead, who formerly promoted the sect

in Hupeh and in Shensi. That in the 6th month of the 15th year of

Kidking, the criminal being poor and finding it difficult to live,

went to Hankau in the province of Hupeh, where he resided for a

time, telling the people the advantages of entering the sect
;
hoping

to gain proselytes and cheat them out of their money. Accordingly

Sichaukwei, Fang Wanping and others, of that place, honored him

as their leader, expecting to receive the doctrines of his ancestors.

Every person that joined him gave money, of the current coin, from

several times ten to upwards of ten thousand wan.”

Art. IV. List of officers belonging to the Chinese government,

extracted from the Red iBook for the Chinese Repository
,
by

a correspondent.

Referring our readers to former volumes of the Repository, especi-

ally to the IV. and XII., for detailed accounts of the constitution of

the Chinese government, the duties of its officers, &c., &.C., we pro-

ceed at once to give the list of office-bearers as they now stand in

the Red Book.

T h, e T s u ngj i n fu .

TSUNGLING.
>• Tsaitsiuen, the tolo ting kiunwdng.

TSUNGCHING

.

2. f~ Jinshau, the hbshih juy tsungwang.

3. ^ j*>pj
U'rhunga, the hbshih, chingtsung.

T S U N G J I N .

4. 'jtfl Miensdi, a tolo beile.

5. Miensiu, a Kushan beitse.

FUCHING.

6. |f|| ='ff
Liu i of Chungtsiang hien, Hupeh, an inspector of the

school of the left wing gioro.
CP

“
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Treasurers.
2. Jinshau.

7. 1$ Ngankwei, a Manchu of the bordered blue; of the impe-

rial kindred, a shangshu of the Board of Civil Office.

The Inner Council
,
or Nuikoh.

TAHEOHTSZ’.

8. fy jit*]" Muchang£, a Manchu of the bordered blue; a jih-

kihng of the kingyen (classical feasts), an officer of the Kikiuchu

office, a principal guardian of the heir apparent, minister of the

Wanhwa tien (Hall of literary adornment), a principal tsungts&i

of the Kwohshi kwan, (national historical office), an instructor of

the Shukiehsz’, a reviewer of troops, superintendent of the Board of

Works, tutung (general) Manchu bordered yellow banner, an ins-

pector of the imperial edicts, a president of the wanyueil koh (Cabi-

net of literary treasures), a president of the Hanlin yuen (imperial

academy), a hingtsau of the Nan Shufang, (South Library), nnd a

Tsungsz’ chuen of the Shang Shufang (Upper Library).

/fH
^wan shingan, of Wii hien, Kiingsu; a jihki^ng of

the classical feasts, an officer of the Kikinchu office, a principal

guardian of the heir apparent, minister of the wuying tien (Hall of

Martial Heroism), an inspector of the imperial edicts, a president of

the Hanlin yuen, a president of the wanyuen koh, a tsungsz’ chuen of

the shang shufang, a ching tsungtsM of the Kwohshi kwan, superin-

tendent of the Board of Revenue.

10. Pauhing, a Manchu of the bordered yellow; a gioro,

minister of the Wanyuen koh, and governor-general of Sz’chuen.

HIEPAN TA HEOHTSZ’.
11. -6]^

Kingching, a Manchu of the bordered white; of the

imperial kindred, a shangshu of ihe Board of Revenue, and tutung

Manchu bordered red banner.

12. Choh Pingtien, of HwSy^ng hien, Sz’chuen
;
a sh5ng-

shii of the Board of Civil Office, and superintendent of the prefecture-

ship of Shuntien.

II E O H S z’.

13. "tp’ Kingting, a Manchu of the bordered yellow.

14. -Jp* ffzh Kingking, a Manchu of the plain yellow.

15 . Tsaitsang, a Manchu of the plain blue; of the imperial

kindred, fu tutung Manchu plain white banner.
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“> 3$ t Suichang, a Mongol of the bordered red
;

principal

chiikan (examiner) of Fukien.

17. Yihyuh, a Mancliu of the plain blue; of the imperial

kindred.

18. Kingsih, a Manchu of the plain blue; of the imperial

kindred, an inspector of the Chungshu koh (office of patents).

19. Chau KwAng, of Hwanming hien, Yunnan
;
and inspec-

tor of the Chungshu koh.

20
- MS® '•» Wantsiun, of Nanhai, KwAngtung.

21. ^ Chang Fi, of KingyAng hien, Shensi; Hiohching or

Literary chancellor of KiAngsu.

22. WAng KwAngyin, of Tungchau, KiAngsu
;
literary

chancellor of Shuntien.

The Imperial Academy
,
or Ilanlin yuen.

PRESIDENTS.
8 ^ MuchangS.

®- if lit I Pvvan Shingan.

THE SIX BOARDS.

Board of Civil Office, or Lipu.

SIIANGSHU.

7. Ngankvvei, a Manchu of the bordered blue
;
of the imperial

kindred; a speaker of the classical feasts, a controller of the Nuiwu
fu (imperial household), superintendent of the Tsing-i gardens, the

Yuenming gardens, the PAni of the three imperial banners, the

school of the IlienAn kung, the Ningshau kung, the Wuying tien,

the treasury of the Tsungjin fu, the national college, the board of

music, tutung Chinese plain yellow banner, and commander-in-

chief of the fukiun (foot, brigade).

12. Choh Pingtien.

SHILANG.
23. Pehtsiun, a Mongol of the plain blue

;
fu tutung (lieut.-

general) Manchu plain white banner.

24. Li ChichAng, of KiAngyin hien, KiAngsu, literary

chancellor of Nganhwui.

25. ^ Hwuifung, a Manchu of the bordered yellow; fu tutung

Chinese bordered white banner.

26. Hautung, of Wuyang hien, KiAngsu.
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Board of Revenue
,
or liupu .

SUPERINTENDENT.
9- Pwan Shingan.

SHANGSHU.
1

1

• ^ f|jf
Kingching.

27.
jj[JJ

^Sj| ./un Ki Ftsau, of Shauyang hien, Shansi.

28
' ¥ Twanhwi, a Manchu of the bordered blue; of the im-

perial kindred, a guardsman of the imperial presence, a speaker of

the classical feasts, a superintendent of three treasuries, a president

of the lwaniwei, a hukwoh tsiangkiun, a fii tutung, Manchu plain

blue banner, aud a tsungping of the left wing.

29.
jjj}^ ^ Chuh Kingian, of Kuchi hien, Honan; a superin-

tendent of the three treasuries.

30. [fjlj Chingkang, a Manchu of the bordered blue
;
of the im-

perial kindred, a fu tutung, Manchu plain yellow banner, and a su-

perintendent of tsienfa tang (Hall of coinage laws).

ulin, of Kiangning hien, Kiangsu; a super-

intendent of the Tsienfa tang.

Board of Rites
,
or Lipu.

SHANGSHU.

32. ^ JTpj*
Tehtanga, a Manchu of the bordered red a speaker

of the classical feasts, a tsungtsai of the Wiiying tien, tutung, Chi-

nese bordered blue banner, superintendent of the t&ichang sz’, and

hungloh sz’.

33. Wi u Tsungfang, of Shangyang hien, Kiangsu
;

a

speaker of the classical feasts.

34. -|j|
Lienkwei, a Manchu of the bordered red

;
a fii tutung

Chinese plain blue banner, and superintendent of the taichang sz’.

35. Ml iplip Chau Tsupei, of Shangching hien, Honan.

36. ^ f\)
Hwashanft, a Mongol of the plain yellow; a fu tutung,

Chinese plain yellow banner, a superintendent of the taichang sz’.

37. JpL | Wu Chungtsiun, of Wu hien, Kiangsu; literary

chancellor of Chehkiang.

Board af Music , or Yohpu.

SUPERINTENDENT.
3R. Mienyu, the hohshih hwui tsinw^ng.

7. JB yj.jr Ngankwei.
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The Board of War
,
or Pingpu.

SHANGSHU.
39. Yiihshing, a Manchu of the bordered yellow; a speaker

of the classical feasts, a chancellor of the imperial household, Tutung,

Chinese plain white banner, a superintendent of the three treasuries,

and the grand medical college, and a first class noble of the first

order.

40. Jhj Hti N&ipu, of Tsientdng hien, Chehkiang; a speaker

of the classical feasts.

SH1LANG.
41.

jj||
Tauking, a Manchu of the bordered blue; of the impe-

rial kindred, a fil tutung, Manchu plain yellow banner.

42. ilj|ji' Chu Tsun, of Tunghai hien, Yunnan.

43. ^ Weishihnah, a Mongol of the plain yellow
;

a fu

tutung, Chinese plain yellow banner, a first class hereditary noble

of the second order.

44. Sun Suichin, of Tsining chau, Shantung; literary

chancellor of Kiangsi.

The Board of Punishments ,• or Hingpu.

SHANGSHU.
4.5. |5J §, ft |KJ A'lihtsinga, a Manchu of the plain blue

;
tu.

tung Chinese plain red banner.

40. ^ jjf£
Li Chinku, of Taihu hien, Nganhwui.

SIIILAN8.

47.
jjjg

Kangfuh, a Manchu of the bordered blue; a fu tutung,

Chinese bordered white banner.

48. Wei Yuenlang, of Changli hien, Chihli.

49. ^ Pinli&ng, a Manchu of the plain red
;

a fii tutung Chi-

nese plain red banner.

50. Fp Chang Lichung, of Changkdi ting, Shensi.

The Board of Works
,
or Kungpu.

S U r K R 1 N T E ND E N T .

8. ^ Muchungd.

SHANGSHU.
51. {pj JjuJ

Siishdnga, a Mongol of the plain blue; a speaker

of the classical feasts, an assistant tsungtsai of tire kwohshi kwan, a

11VOL. XIV. NO. II.
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superintendent of the three treasuries, tutung, Manchu plain yellow
banner, superintendent of Lifan yuen.

Chin Kwantsiun, of Wei hien, Shantung : a speaker
ot the classical feasts, an inspector of the school of the right wing
gioro, and a superintendent of the three treasuries.

S H I I, A N G .

53. 0^ fpjl
[jpJ

Shuhinga, Manchu of the plain blue; a fu tutung,

Manchu plain red banner.

54 Sii Sz’fan, of Pinghu hien, Chehkiting; a speaker

of the classical feasts, a hingtsau of the shang shufang.

55.
J$pj ||| [fof A'linga, a Manchu of the plain red; a superinten-

dent of the Tsienfah tcing, a fu tutung, Chinese bordered blue

banner.

56. ^ ^ Kill Ching, of Hw&ng hien, Shantung.

The ~Colonial Office, or IAfan yuen.

SUPERINTENDENT.
51. fpj JTpJ"

SMshangi.

SIIANGSHU.
57. Kfhluntai, a Manchu of the bodrered yellow; tu-

tung Chinese bordered white banner.

SHILANG.
58. Nganhwd, a Manchu of the bordered blue

;
of the im-

perial kindred, a guardsman of the Kantsing gate, a fu tutung, Man-

chu plain red banner.

59. Yuhming, a Manchu of the plain yellow; of the imperial

kindred; a guardsman of the imperial presence, a president of the

Lw&niwei, a fu tutung, Manchu plain white banner.

SUPERNUMERARY SHILANG.

50- iff ijtji /ffj fL 'tfl
LShmuhkwanpuch^pu, a Mongol of the

Ch ca l&iteh banner; a dzassak tolo beili.

The Censorate, or Tucha yuen.

CHIEF CENSORS.

61. t. ^ Wanking, a Manchu of the bordered red; and instruc-

tor of the Shukihsz’, tutung, Chinese bordered blue banner, a con-

troller of the imperial household.

62. IB Tu Shautien, of Pinchau, Shantung, a speaker of

the classical feasts, a hingtsau of the shang shufang, a superintendent

of the three treasuries.
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ASSISTING PENS O R S .

One vacant.

63. J|[ J^|
Liu Chunglin, of Ch&uyih hien, Shensi.

64. Kwanglin, a Mongol of the plain yellow.

6 |^t E9 Chin Fungan, of Sinching hien, Kiangsi.

The Court of Representation
,
or Tungching sz\

PRINCIPALS.

66. ^,p Hochun. a Manchu of the bordered blue; of the impe-

rial kindred.

67. Li Han, of Pauchi hien, Shuntien, Chihli.

DEPUTIES.

68. ^ Chungsiang, a Manchu of the bordered yellow.

69. iff jpf Pang Wanchang, of Changchau hien, Kihngsu.

The Criminal court
,
or Tali sz\

PRESIDENTS.
70. '{zL Weijin, a Mongol of the plain red.

71.
jjjg

Hing Fuhshftn, of Sinchang hien, Kiangsi; an in-

spector of the school for the imperial kindred of the left wing.

The Sacrificial court
,
or Taichung sz\

SUPERINTENDENTS.
32. tff®n Tehtangil.

34. ij|| Lienkwei.

PRESIDENTS.

72. ^ ^ Kw&ngchdng, a Manchu of the plain red

73. f& Tdngkiert, of Fiching hien, Shantung.

The office of the Imperial stud
,
or Taipuh sz\

PRESIDENTS,

74. j|B Kingki, a Manchu of the plain blue; of the imperial

kindred.

75- El3 Hw&ng Tsung, of Hwanming hien, Yunnan.

The Ceremonial court
, or Kwatigluh sz’.

SUPERINTENDENT.
23. fe Pehtsiun.

PRESIDENTS.
76. ppi Lingkwei, a Manchu of the plain blue; of tl e imperial

kindred.
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77.

%;p /Ur Ching Tingkwei, of Wii hien, Ki.'ingsu
;
inspector

of the school of the right wing of the gioro.

The National college
,
or Kwohtsz’ Lien.

SUPERINTENDENT.
32.

£|^p ppj
Tehtang&.

PRINCIPALS.
78. "i* Kihming, a Manchu of the bordered blue.

79. m Yeh Kim, of Luhhoh hien, Ki&ngsu
;
chief examiner

of Kiangsi.

PROFESSORS.
80. rfe Yingsui, a Manchu of the plain yellow.

81. Tehchingngeh, a Mongol of the bordered white.

82. Chang Hung, of Nanpi hien, Chihli.

The Sacrificial court
, or Hunglo sz\

SUPERINTENDENT.
32. Tehtangd.

PRESIDENTS.
83. t4r Kweiteh, a Manchu of the bordered blue.

|/Ci*

84. Ch&u Tsan, of Yiiy^u hien, Chehki&ng.

The Astronomical Board, or Kintien kien.

SUPERINTENDENT.
11 .

Kingcbing.

PRESIDENTS.

« ff » Tsiangt&i, a Manchu of the plain white.

86.
Jgj ft 8 Chiu Yuking, of Tiihing hien, Shuntien fit.

The Grand Medical Board ,
or Tail yuen.

SUPERINTENDENT.

39. g$
Yiishing.

PRESIDENT.

87 Su Yuli, of Tailing hien, Shuntien fu.

Office of the Imperial Carriages, or Lwaniwei.

SUPERINTENDENT.

88 rll
1 Tsaiyuen, a Manchu of the plain blue; of the imperial

kindred, rT great minister of the imperial presence, a hingtsau of the
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shiing shuftng, an inner great minister commanding the bodyguards,

timing, Chinese plain blue banner, the Hoshih I tsinwSng.

PRESIDENTS.
28. Twdnlnva.

Yuhmina:.59•Sfll

89.

CHINESE PRESIDENT.
Mw&n Chingsii, a Chinese of the bordered red.

LOCAL METROPOLITAN OFFICERS.

SUPERINTENDENT OF SHUN TIEN FU.

12. j|L *|^ Choli Pingtien.

MAYOR.

90. ^ jflj Li Hwui, of Ilwii jin hien, Shensi.

Assistant mayor, vacant.

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE GUARDS.

7 &R Ngankwei.

GENERAL OF TIIE LEFT.
Twinhwii.

GENERAL OF THE RIGHT WING.

91.
jff]

Kwanshingpiu, a Manchu of the bordered blue;

a fu tutung, Manchu plain red banner.

Tutung of the eight banners.

38. j$

MANCHUS.
Bordered yellow.

8. % U ]lv\ Muchanga.

Plain yellow.

51. f/ij JJpJ
Saishflng;!.

Bordered red.

11. fflr '<% Kingching.

CHINESE.

Plain yellow.

7
- .S

Ngankwei.

Plain white.

29
• ij$ Yiishing.

Bordered white.

57. ^ Kihlunt.Ii.

Plain red.

45. (]pj tfy
/n P Rj

A'Jihtsingfi.

Plain blue.

88. ^ J

a

Tsaiyuen.

Bordered blue.

32
- j||

Tehtanga.

61. ^ J|£ Wanking.

MANCHUS.
Plain yellow.

30
- ^ PM Chi»gk ^g-

14
' SI ife

Tanking.

Fu tutung of the eight banners.

Plain white.

23. |£j ^ Pehtsiun.

59. 5ii H/l
Yuhming.
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Plain red.

58. 0 Nganhwa.
Bordered white.

25. 4iT ^ Hwiiifunff._ ' t «- i r c

9L m ft Kwinshingpiu. 47. jg
|B Kangfuh.

53. ff ^11 [ii^J
Shuhiiiga.

Plain blue.

28. Twanhwa.

CHINESE.
Plain yellow.

36. IIwash dn 4.

Plain red.

49. ^ Pingliing.

Plain blue.

,34.
-j|p Lienkwei.

Pordcred blue.

55. PSJ jg PSJ
MingS.

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT.

Shingking, or Moukden.

General Commander-in-chief.

92.
jjjjg-

jS Hingan, a Manchu of the plain blue; of the imperial

kindred, general in chief of the Manchus.

Fu tutung, at Moukden.

93. Ji^ Kingchu, a Manchu of the bordered blue.

Fix tiituny at Kinchau fu.

94. jjyj'.
jip Tsianghau, a Manchu of the bordered red

;
of the im-

perial kinered, superintendent of the naval affairs of Moukden.

Fu tutung at Kinchau fu.

95.
jjjp

Kitsiun a Chinese of the bordered yellow; superinten-

dent of the Chw4ngt4, and pusang of the government posts, and
overseer of the herds of the Tiling river.

Shilang of the Board of Revenue.

96. BJ4 1)11
Minghiun, a Mongol of the plain yellow

;
superinten-

dent of Fungtien fu,

Shilang of the Board of Rites.

97. /

^j Chunyu, a Manchu of the plain red.

Shilang of the Board of War.

98. is Fuhtsi, a Manchu of the bordered white.

Shilang of the Board of Punishment.

i? Tehhau, a Manchu of the plain blue; a gioro.

Shilatig of the Board of Works.

100. ^ Peiching, a Manchu of the bordered yellow.

l^F ^ ^ Ningkl^ h KOin.

Tsiangkiun of Kirin oula and its dependencies.

101 feU /{fi Kinngehpu, a Manchu of the plain yellow.
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Fa hitung of Kirin and its dependencies.

102. jg
i|^j

|JpJ Sapinga, a Mongol of the plain blue.

Fu ttitung of Ninghitdh and its dependencies.

103. ]§* j*pj
jrfu Urtehshen, a Manchu of the plain blue.

Fu hitting of Petuni and its dependencies.

104. it Jn II Weikihtsinga, a Chinese of the plain yellow.

Fu tutung of Sansing, and its dependencies.

'"Mr# Sfi W I lihtunga, a Manchu of the bordered blue.

Fu tutung of Artchauki and its dependencies.

100. % ff PpJ
Kwoshinga, a Manchu of the plain blue.

j|j|
yT. Hihlung ki^ng, and its dependencies.

Tsidngkiun.

107. ^ ^ Hwantsuktsihlcing, a Manchu of the bor-

dered yellow.

F(l tutung of Tsitsihdr and its dependencies.

108. jj|^L Yinglung, a Manchu of the bordered blue; of the im-

perial kindred.

Fit ttitung of mcighen and its dependencies.

109. I^ )jk
pj5j

Ulinga, a Manchu of the bordered yellow.

Fungticn fu.

SUPERINTENDENT.
96

’ Ijll
Min§hi,m -

MAYOR.

no. Kihnien, a Manchu of the bordered blue.

ASSISTANT MAYOR.
111. •£££ y||

Hwang Tsantang, of Luling liien, Kiangsf, literary

chancellor.

The eighteen Provinces of China Proper.

Government of Chihli SC
Governor-general

,
resident at Pouting fu.

112. [JjjJ
Na’rhkinga, a Manchu of the plain white; a

principal guardian of the heir apparent, superintendent of the river

communication, commander-in-chief of the forces, head of the com-

missariat department in charge of the passes of Chtuhing, and Nih-

yun, and entrusted with the duties of the governorship.

Literary chancellor, resident at Pouting fu.

22. [y-f
Wang Kwangjin.
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Treasurer
,
resident at Pouting fu.

113. jyj? ^j| jjm Lull Kienying, of Mienyang hien, Hupeh.

Judge, resident at Pouting fu.

"4. Yinkwei, of Hwanming hien, Yunnan; su-

perintendent of the provincial posts.

Director of the gabcllc department, resident at Tientsin.

115.
)|}j|

Tehshun, of the imperial household of the yellow

banner.

Salt commissioner
,
resident at Tientsin.

110.
p£q|

Tau Sz’lin, of Nanling hien, Nganhwui.

Government of Liangkiang

Governor-general, resident at Nanking.

117.
Jpj-: ^ Pihchang, a Mongol of the bordered yellow; comman-

der-in-chief of the forces, director general of the commissariat de-

partment, charged with the maintenance of the rivers in Kiangnan,

and superintendent of the salt transport of the Liang Hwai.

Province of Kiangsu
is-

Governor, resident at Suchau fu.

118. prEL Sun Shenpau, of Tsining hien, Shantung; com-

mander of the forces, and director of the commissariat department.

Literary chancellor, resident at Kiangjin hien.

21. Ch&ngfi.

Chihtsau, at Nanking.

1 19. ^ Kingwantu, of the imperial household, of the plain

yellow banner; superintendent of the Lungkiang and Sisin custom-

houses.

Chihtsau at Suchau fu.

120. j||
Suiking, of the imperial household, of the plain white

banner \ superintendent of the Husz’ custom-house.

Treasurer at Nanking.

12L jlj^
||| j||

Chin Kichang, of Linkwei hien, Kwangsi.

Treasurer at Suchau fu.

122. |:{r Wankwei, of Suichang hien, Kiangsi.

Judge, at Suchau fu.

m IP f?£
Kwoh Hiunfei, of Wei hien, Shantung

;
provincial

post-master general.

Grain commissioner, at Nanking.

124. Shin Tanyin, of Tientsin hien, Chihli.
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Grain commissioner, at Suchau fu.

125.
|J|f

Y&ngpei, of Kweichuh liien, Kweichau.

Salt commissioner at Nanking.

126. j£js| fjjjjlj [J^j
J{pJ*

Tsihlahmingei, a Manchu of the plain wliite.

Governor of the canal transports, resident at Kwdingan.

127. Jy Hwuikih, a Manchu of the bordered yellow, comman-

der of the forces employed in the transport of the grain, and director

of the commissariat.

Governor of the rivers, resident at Tsinglciang pu.

128. ®% ,®,
Pw&n Sihngan, of King hien, Ng^nhwui; com-

mander of the river forces.

Salt commissioner of the Liunghwai, resident at Yangchau fu.

129. 3§| Li Yohtung, of K&uy3ng hien, Chihli.

Superintendent of. customs at the port of Suchau fu.

&M ^ Rung Mukiu, of Tungping chan, Shantung; mi-

litary intendant of circuit of Stichau fu, Sungki^ng fu, and T<ii-

tsang chau.

Overseer of commercial affairs at Shanghai.

131.
'jfc

Shin Pingyuen, of Tunghilkng, Chehkiang; a sub-

prefect and superintendent of the grain department at Suchau fu.

Magistrate of Shanghai hien.

132
||;i-

Lan Weivvan, of Tinghai ting, ChehkiSng.

Assistant Magistrate.

133. ^^ Wu PihkwMig, of Nanhai hien, Kwangtung.

PROVINCE OF NGANIIWUI

Governor resident at Ngdnking fu.

134 ly| W&ng Chih, of Tsingyuen hien, Chihli; commander

of the forces, director of the provincial commissariat.

Literary chancellor.

24. ^ ^ Li Chichang.

Treasurer.

I35
- ft® IS Sii Pdusan, of Jinho hien, Chehkiang.

Judge.

136. #i k ?¥ Ch&ng T£shun, of Hangyang hien, Ilunan.

PROVINCE OF KIANGSI yJC (Ttj.

Governor at Ndnchdng fu.

137. &*f§ w " Wanyung, of Inching hien, Kiangsu
;
com-

mander of the forces, and director of the provincial commissariat.

von. xiv. no. ii. 12
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Literary chancellor.

44
‘

Jffij
Su “ Suichin -

Treasurer.

138. ^ jjfj
Jjeg Fei K'aishau, of Wutsin liien, Kiangsfi.

Judge.

139. Wan Yiisun, of Hanyin ting, Shensi.

Grain commissioner.

140. j=^ Fahliang, a Manchu of the plain red.

Salt commissioner.

141 ft ?.'!
Chu Chinglieh, of Suhning hien, Chihli.

7Vie prefect of Kwangsin fu.

142. yjvjjr Linkwei, a Manchu of the bordered white.

Magistrate of Yuhshau hien.

143. Wang Tausan, of Jinho, Chehkiang.

Magistrate of Yuenshdn hien.

144. ^ Wu Linkwang, of Nanhai, Kwangtung.

GOVERNMENT OF MIN CHEH

Governor general resident at Fuhchau fit.

M5.
]|||j Jjij Liu Yunko, of Wanshcing hien, Sh&ntung; com-

mander in chief of the forces and director general of the commis-

sariat department of the provinces of Fuhkien and Chehkiang.

PROVINCE OF CHEHKIANG
i#r ii-

M6. Liang PauchSng, of Tientsin hien, Chihli; com-

mander of the several naval and military brigades and in charge of

the provincial commissariat department.

37. Jj^L ^ Wu Chungtsiun, of Wu hien, Ki.i ngsu
;
a hiohsz’

of the inner council and vice president of the board of rites.

Chihtsau at llangchau fu.

147
‘ $ ^ Ngankih, of the imperial household of the plain yellow;

charged with the superintendence of the northern and southern in-

land custom-houses.

Treasurer.

148. ^ Tsunking, a Manchu of the bordered blue, a gioro,

charged with the sea defenses.

Judge.

1-19. Tsiang Wanking, a Chinese of the plain white;

provincial post-master general.
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Grain commissioner.

150. Kiichun, of Linkwei hien, Kwangsi.

Salt commissioner.

§ IQ T “' k iung, of Tsin-ning chau, Yunnan.

Intcndant of circuit at the port of Ningpo fit

.

152. jjljj ^ Bjlg Chin Chiki, of Sh^ngyuen hien, Kifingsu
;

inten-

dant of circuit of Ningpo fu, Sh&uhing fu, Taichau fu, Ilaifiing,

and superintendent of customs.

Prefect of Ningpo fu.

153. ^p Li Julin, of Liauching, Shantung.

Magistrate of Yin hien.

Vacant.

Magistrate of Chinhai hien.

jg
1 Lai Tsin, of Wankiang, Sz’chuen.

Magistrate of Tinghai, Chusan.

Lin Chfiuping, of Kutien, Fuhkien.

Police inspector at Sinkdng.

Siau Kunglang, ofHwah hien, HonMi.

Police inspector at Sinlcid mun.

Chang Yentsu; of Kingchau, Chihli.

154.

1 55.

156.

157. M.

159
. f/}

a

159. Ill

PROVINCE OF FUHKIEN
jjjjg

Governor.

Liu Hungngau, of Wei hien, Shantung
;
comman-

der of the forces and director of the provincial commissariat de-

partment.

Literary chancellor.

160. 7^ -jsf- Li Kiatw^n, of Tahing hien, Shuntien
;
deputy

sliensz’ of the school of the Shensz’ fu in the Hanlin yuen.

Treasurer.

161. |||
Sii Iviyii, of Wutiii hien, Shansi.

Judge.

162.
J.J?

Yiikang, a Manchu of the plain red; and provincial

post-master general.

Grain commissioner.

163. psf 7\K ShSngapan, a Manchu of the plain hlue
;
superin-

tendent of the water carriage department.

Salt commissioner.

164. Wu Chang, ofYangkau hien, Shansi; superintendent
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of the salt stores at Fuhchau, and the works connected with its

shipping.

Prefect of Fuhchau fu.

165.
j^ Shin Yuhan, of Fungsin hien, Kiingsl.

Magistrate of Yin hien.

166. yX Wang Kiang, of Shanyin, Kiangsi.

Intendant of circuit at Amoy.

167. j§||
Hangchang, a Manchu of the bordered white; inten-

dant of circuit of Hinghwi fu, Siuenchau fu and Yungchun chau,

charged with the post office department.

Formosa
’Jp.

Intendant of circuit, at Taiwan fu.

168. lit — 7^ Hiung Yihpan, of Luhhin chau, Nganhwui; su-

perintendent of the judgeship and literary chancellorship.

GOVERNMENT OF LIANG HU

Governor-general,
resident at Wuchang fu.

169. Yiitii, a Manchu of the bordered red, principal guar-

dian of the crown prince
;
commander-in-chief of the provinces, and

director general of the commissariat department.

PROVINCE OF HUPEH n m-
Governor.

170. ^ Chiu Pingyuen, of Kweingin hien, Chehkiang;

literary chancellor, commander of the forces and director of the pro-

vincial commissariat department.

Literary chancellor.

171. 3E. ^ flft
Wang Llkien, of Taking hien, Shuntien; a pien-

siu of the IIanhn yuen.

Treasurer.

172. Chu Sz’tah, of Piuying hien, Kiangsu.

Judge.

173. Chin Rung, of Haukwan hien, Fuhkien; provincial

post-master.

Grain commissioner (Vacant).

Scdt commissioner.

174. jpp. ^ Ching Hwantsai, of Sinkien hien, Kiingsl; charg-

ed with the immediate control of Wuching fii.

PROVINCE OF HUNAN i it-
Governor.

175. |Jj^ ^ Luh Fitsiuen, of Tunghiang hien, Chehkiing;
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commander of the forces, and director of the provicial commis-

sariat department.

Literary chancellor.

17G. |fjjl Chin Tan, of Slkingkiu hien, Hbn&n.

Treasurer.

177. ']l^ Wan Kungchin, of Thing hien, Kidngsu.

Judge.

os. M&M Su Change, a Manchu of the bordered red ban-

ner, provincial post-master general.

Grain commissioner.

179. ^ Tang Yingtdi, of Kinld hien, Kiangsf.

Salt commissioner.

ISO. Han Mei, of Sidushdn hien, Chehkidng; in charge of

the two prefactures of Chdngshd fii and Pauking fu, and superin-

tendent of the water carriage communication.

GOVERNMENT OF HONAN

Governor.

181. )pj Gohshun-ngan, a Manchu of the plain white ban-

ner
;
commander of the forces, superintendent of the river navigation,

and controller of the military lands appointed for the rearing of

horses.

Literary chancellor.

182. ^|] ^ Liu Tingyii, of Hiaukan hien, H upeh : a piensau,

of the Iidnlin yuen.

Ti•easurer.

183. Chdng Jihehing, of Kweichuh hien, Kweichau.

Judge.

184. 2E. ^ Wang Kien, of Ng.'inkiu hien, Shantung; provincial

post-master general.

Grain and salt commissioner.

185. Kangchang, a Manchu of the bordered yellow banner.

PROVINCE OF SHANGTUNG
th JR-

Governor, resident at Tsinan fir.

186. Tsungngan, a Manchu of the plain red banner, a gioro,

in charge of the military lands for the rearing of horses, and com-

mander of the forces.

Literary chancellor.

187.
JIj*

Yin Shaupang, of Wukiang hien, Kiangsu
;

a

shikiang hichtsz’ of the Hanlin yuen.
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Ti•easurer.

188. pi| Wang Tuh, of Handling hien, Shins!.

Judge.

189. Ji^ Chin Kingkiii, of Hwuiki hien, Chehki.lng; pro-

vincial post-master general.

Grain, commissioner.

190. Kinglin, a Manchu of the plain white.

Salt commissioner.

191. Chin Sz’mei, of Pingting chau, Kiangsi; salt com-

missioner, of both the provinces of Chihli and Shantung.

Governor of rivers.

192. ^jg
Chuntsiing, a Chinese of the bordered yellow banner;

governor of the water communication of Honan and Shantung, com-

mander of the forces employed on the rivers.

lntendant of the water transport.

193.
•jpg

Tsingping, a Manchu of the plain white.

GOVERNMENT OF SHANSI
JJ_|

Governor of Shansi, resident at Tdiyuen fit.

194. -jj^
Liang Goh-han, of Yungching hien, Shantung;

commander of the forces employed at the military post of Yenmau,

and director of the commissariat department.

Literary chancellor.

Shin Tsumau, of Jinho hien, Chehkiang; a pien-

sdu of the Hanlin yuen.

Treasurer.

Kiau Yungtsien, of Hiaukan hien, Hupeh.

Judge.

19T. (|‘Q ^ Hangchun, a Manchu of the plain white banner
;
pro-

vincial post-master general.

Salt commissioner, resident at Puchau fu.

198. ^ jEj ^ LI Pehling, of Tsangwu hien, Kwings!
;
superin-

tendent of the salt department of Shansi, Shensi, and Hondn.

GOVERNMENT OF SIIF.N KAN

Governor-general, resident at Kdnchaufa.

199. Jijj? ppj
Funiyanga, a Manchu of the bordered red

banner; in charge of the governorship, commander-in-chief of the

forces, director general of the commissariat and superintendent of

the frontier trade in tea and horses.
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Literary chancellor.

200. £ |U Kin Kwohkiun, of Hwdngpi hien, Hupeh, a tso

chungyun of the Chinsz’ fu.

PROVINCE OF SHENSI

Governor.

201. Li Singyuen, of Si&ngyin hien, Hundh, comman-

der of the forcer, and director of the provincial commissariat de-

partment.

Treasurer.

202. Tdu Tinglieh, of Tuyun hien, Kvveicliau.

Judge.

203. Wang Yunjin, of Hutdi hien, Ngdnlnvui; pro-

vincial post-master general.

Grain commissioner.

204. ran Fang Yungi, of Nanchang hien, Kiangsi.

Salt commissioner.

205. Tsunglun, a Manchu of the plain white banner.

PROVINCE OF KANSUH
jj||.

Treasurer.

206. ^ ^ Tang Tingching, of Hiangning hien, Kiangsu.

Judge.

207. 4§ n i Yang I tsang, of Liauching hien, Shantung; pro-

vincial post-master general.

Salt commissioner.

208. spH Wei Siang, of Tailing hien Shuntien; resident at

Kuyen chau.

STNKIANG, OR NEW FRONTIER

'03 I'll and its Dependincies.

Tsiangkiun.

209. Puyentdi, a Manchu of the plain yellow banner.

Tsdntsan tdchin.

210. Tahhung, a Manchu of the bordered yellow banner.

Lingsui tdchin.

an.JfeU Tsauhing, a Mongol of the bordered red.

212. j^q
Tukwang, a Manchu of the plain red.

213 Chalahlantai, a Manchu of the plain white
,

of the imperi il kindred.

iJiL*
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214. jljl Fungshin, a Manchu of the plain yellow.

215. Hw&sh&pu, a Mongol of the bordered red.

TARRAGATAI AND ITS DEPENDENCIES P*
Tsdntsan tdchin.

21G.
| /f|j

Twaqtopii, a Mongol of the bordered blue.

Lingsui tdchin.

217. ^}]\ jjjg
Nahfuhteh, a Manchu of the plain white.

218. 7^ ^Jy[ Hilahpu, a Mongol of the plain red.

CASHGAR AND ITS DEPENDENCIES Pf It
Lingsui tdchin.

219. J)oJ
Kaimingii, a Manchu of the plain white.

Hwanfdng tsungping.

220. ^# Hungshin, a Manchu of the plain white.

II’hARASHAR AND ITS DEPENDENCIES l± it %
Pdnsz’ tdchin.

22 1
• 3a J8

Tsiuenking, a Manchu of the plain white.

KOUCHE AND ITS DEPENDENCIES
Jjjf ^jf .

Pdnsz' tdchin.

222. ^ Changtsing, a Mongol of the bordered blue.

AKSU AND ITS DEPENDENCIES Rat
Pansz’ tdchin.

223. j|jjT Tsi'hsui, a Manchu of the plain blue.

Feb.

OUSHI AND ITS DEPENDENCIES Bj fh*
Lingsui tdchin.

224. fPfl Iliugkwei, a Manchu of the plain red.

Pdngpdn tdchin.

225. Weiluh, a Manchu of the plain yellow.

—1 1-*

YARKAND AND ITS DEPENDENCIES

Tsdntsan tdchin.

220. ^ Yihking, a Manchu of the bordered red
;
of the im-

perial kindred, governor of the Mohammedan frontier.

Hichpdn tdchin.

227. # 7̂ . Saishihy&lahtai, a Manchu of the plain

yellow, superintendent of Khoten.
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232. $r

K1I0TEN AND ITS DEPENDENCIES 1-Pi!-
Pansz’ tdchin.

228. |j£ ^I| Yilishful, a Manchu of bordered blue; of the imperial

kindred.

YINGESIIAR AND ITS DEPENDENCIES ^ ^j/ ||f
•

Lingsui tdchin.

229. ^ '/j| [^f
TsitsingA, a Mongol of the plain blue.

OROUMTSI AND ITS DEPENDENCIES ^
Tutung.

230. ^|i|£ ^jj
Weikin, a Manchu of the bordered blue, of the

perial kindred.

Lingsui tdchin.

231. fiEik Chingshdn, a Manchu of the plain blue.

HAM! AND ITS DEPENDENCIES PpJ-

Pdtisz ’ tdchin.

Chingfang, a Manchu of the plain yellow.

Hiepdn tdchin.

233. i|'e[ Hangyuh, a Manchu of the brodered white.

TURFAN AND ITS DEPENDENCIES

Lingsui tdchin.

234- a Manchu of the bordered blue.

PALISHIN AND ITS DEPENDENCIES Cl 3^.
Lingsui tdchin.

235. Pehwanchi, a Manchu of the plain white.

KUCHING AND ITS DEPENDENCIES

Lingsui tdchin.

^ Yushti, a Manchu of the bordered yellow.

KOURKARASOU AND ITS DEPENDENCIES

Lingsui tdchin.

Tehkitsichun, a Manchu of the bordered yellow.

OULIASOUTAl AND ITS DEPENDENCIES ^ 'll Vi! H f,'
Lt. -general of the Tingpien left.

236.

2374i&

238.

f3

Kweilung, a Mongol of the plain white.

Tingpien tdchin.

239. i Chelunordji, an outside borderer.

TINGPIEN AND ITS DEPENDENCIES JEM-
Tsantsdn tdchin.

240. ^ Lohpin, a Manchu of the bordered yellow.

13YOU. XIV. NO. 11.
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KULUNOR OL'RGA AND ITS DEPENDENCIES Jf|f jjjp.

Pansz’ tdchin.

241. UB \ungchau, a Manchu of Ihe plain white.

Tdngpan tdchin.

242. ^ jlH
Tahlihkihtortsi, a Mongol of the bor-

dered yellow.

COBDO AND ITS DEPENDENCIES
fll £ *

Tsantsan tdchin.

243. flj^j |$pj" Kwohlihmingft, a Manchu of the bordered blue
;

of the imperial kindred.

Pangpan tdchin.

244. ^ ^ ^ Torisinamukai, a Mongol of the bor-

dered yellow.

GOVERNMENT OF SZ’ciIUEN

Governor-general.

10. jj* jfjl
Pkuking.

Literary chancellor.

Tsi Chinvvu, of Jinho hien, Chehki&ng; censor of

the Kiangnan province.

Treasurer.

246. Wang Tauyin, of Fuhshkn hien, Shantung.

Judge.

247. PwAn Toh, of Kiingn^n hien, KiMigsu; provincial

post-master general.

Salt and Tea commissioner.

248. W u Hang, of Jinho hien, Chehkiang.

GOVERNMENT OF LIANG KWANG
pj/j J^.

Governor-general.

249. Kiying, a Manchu of the plain blue; of the imperial

kindred, commauder-in-chief of the forces and director general of

the commissariat department.

St-
PROVINCE OF KWANGTUNG

Governor.

259. |<:p 3^ Ching Yuhtsai, of Sinkien hien, KiSngsu
;
com-

mander of the forces and director of the provincial commissariat

department.

Literary chancellor.

251. 15^ Li Tiingkiai, of llonui hien, Honan; a shauking -

of the Taichansr sz’.
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Superintendent of maritime customs.

252. Wan fung, a Marichu of the plain blue.

Treasurer

.

253. jiy B3 Hw<ing Ngantung, of Ningy^ng liien, Shantung.

Judge.

254. ?L SI Hung IIIyin, of TunghSi hien, of Yunnan, provin-

cial post-master general.

Grain commissioner.

255. Wanpau, a Manclm of the plain yellow.

Salt commissioner.

250. "^pT ijife Weitehching, a Chinese of the bordered yellow.

Assistant salt commissioner

.

257. Yii Yuen, of Yiiyau hien, Chehkiang.

Prefect of Canton.

258. ijS Yih CH4nghw&, of Shingyuen, Kiangsu.

Sub-prefeet at 7'sien shdn.

259. Kihtii, a Manclm of the plain blue.

Magistrate of Ndnhai hien.

260. Shi Poh, of Tsunlnv.i chau, Chihli.

Magistrate of Pwdnyii hien.

261. Wanshing, of Pinghiang, Kiangsi

Master of the anchorage.

202. ^ ijg Li Kwanghwa, of Shiht&i, NgSnhwui.

Magistrate of Hidngshan hien.

263. [^| l^J. Luh Stinting, of Tsingyuen, Chihli

Magistrate of Sinngau hien. Vacant.

Siunkien of Kulung.

264. Hiu Wanshin, of Heili hien, Ng^nhwui.

Intendant of circuit of Hainan.

205. j|ij Su Kinghang, of Chinhwa hien, Shantung.

PROVINCE OF KWANGSI
)

.

Govei'iior.

200.
Jj^j

Chau Chehi, of Tsiangfu hien, Hbn6n; commander

of the forces and director of the provincial commissariat department.

Literary chancellor.

267. ^ Li Chinglin, of Tautu hien, Kiangsu, member of

the H nlin yuen.

Treasurer.

208. jfj^
^pj

Chang Tsiangho, of Lau hien, Ki.ings .
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Judge.

269. ^ Pautsing, a Mnachu of the brodered blue; provincial

post-master general.

Salt commissioner.

270. jji Jl|j|
Yuen Yuhlin, of Sinchflng hien, Kiangsi.

GOVERNMENT OF YUN KWEI

Governor-general, resident at Yundn fit.

271. ^ Kweiliang, a Manchu of the plain red
;
commander-in-

chief of the forces, and director general of the commissariat de-

partment.

Governor.

272. J^. jl)j^ Wu Hisiun, of Kuchi hien, Honan; commander

of the forces, and director of the provincial commissariat.

Literary chancellor.

273. Wu Tsuni, of Hiuning, Nganhwui; belonging to

Taihing, Ki&ngsu, a piensiu of the Hanlin yuen.

Treasurer.

274. Iff® 1/7
Chuen Shinghiun, of Liauching hien, Shantung.

Judge.

275. ^ ^ jfjjf
Chau Kwangtsu, of Lulung hien, Chihli; provin-

cial post-master general.

Grain commissioner.

276.
jjj^j

Shin Lansang, of Pinghu hien, Chehkiang.

Salt commissioner.

277. Chau Goh, of Kweichuh hien, Hweichau.

PROVINCE OF KWEICHAU
/J'j'J

,

Governor.

278. ^ ^ Kiachangling, of Shinwa hien, Hon5n; comman-

der of the forces and director of the provincial commissariat.

Literary chancellor.

279. -ft Hu Kiayuh, of Suikien hien, Kiangsi
;

a piensiu

of the Hanliu yuen.
Treasurer.

280. iHl Lo Jautien, of Nganhwui hien, Hunan.

Judge.

281. Wu Chinyih, of Tsientang hien, Chehki&ng; pro-

vincial post-master general.

Grain commissioner.

2S2. J£F
Y'd Y- Ping Teh-hing, of Tsining chau. Shantung.
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Art, V. Remarks mi the translation of the words God and Spirit,

and on the transferring of Scriptare proper names into Chinese,

in a letter to the editor of the Chinese. Repository.

My dear sir,—As the revision of the Chinese translation of the

New Testament is now going on, a few thoughts bearing on the

work have occurred to me which, with your approbation, I will lay

before your readers.

The first relates to the mode of translating the word god. What-

ever words or phrases may be used in conversation and preaching,

it is evident that in a translation the word should represent the ori-

ginal. Now it is well known that the original term for God is not the

name of any one deity, but a term signifying deity itself; arid is

applied both to the true God and to false gods, to gods celestial and

terestrial, and is used both in the singular and plural number.

The term shangti, it- which has been somewhat extensively

adopted, if used as in the ancient classics is one of the names and

titles of an imaginary deity, holding in Chinese mythology a rank

somewhat similar to that of Jupiter in the Roman : this term cannot

therefore be applied indiscriminately to celestial or terestrial, to

true and false gods, nor can it be used in the plural number; and

hence in those versions where this term is adopted, wherever the or-

iginal word is thus used, some other term is employed. See John

10 : 35. Acts 14 : 11
;
17:23

;
19 : 26

;
and Cor. 8 : 5, in several of the

latest versions. These passages clearly show how inadequated is

the term in question to represent the original word for God in all its

various uses. If instead of considering the term as a proper name

it is used in its natural signification, ‘High Rules,’ it certainly does

not come up to the idea of the original. Even if it be contended

that the ancient Chinese had an idea of the true God, and that they

spoke of him under this name, yet since this is only the name or

title which they applied to him, and not a term involving the idea of

deity itself, it does not represent the original word. Thus in English,

speaking of God, we often say, ‘ The Lord ;’ this is well enough in

conversation and in preaching, but no one would think that because

the term was applied to God it would answer to the original word in

a translation.

What has been said respecting the limited application of thq

above term, may also be said respecting Shin-tien, }|jfjl and Chin-

shin, [£L jjjljl : they cannot be used with the same latitude as the

original term, and therefore very imperfectly represent it. It seems

strange then that these words have been adopted instead of the one
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originally used by Morrison and Marshman, which is free from all

the above objections, and which answers so exactly to the original

words. It is true that shin, jjjljb in connection with qualifying ad-

jectives may be applied to the human mind and soul in a manner of

which the original word is incapable; but I believe that by itself

alone, without qualifying words, it necessarily refers to what the

person who uses it regards as God. Its use as an adjective corres-

ponds very exactly to the adjectives formed in Greek by a slight

change in the original word. But I apprehend the chief reason why
this word has not of late been used for God, is that it is needed as

a term for the Spirit. This leads to

The second point of remark, viz.: the term to be used for translat-

ing spirit, considered as the third person of the Trinity. Shin,

in connection with qualifying particles may answer very well for this

purpose; but without a qualifying particle it would naturally mean

God. Hence those translations which use this term always say holy

spirit, whereas in the original the word spirit is as often used alone

as in connection with holy. This fact is a decided objection to the

use of this word
;
and besides, this is, as above stated, the true cha-

racter by which to translate the word God. Cannot then some other

character be adopted? There seems to be a general and a reasonable

dissatisfaction with the term used by Morrison; though it answers to

one signification of the original word, it does not to that which is ge-

nerally supposed to belong to it in cases now under consideration. It

does not mean immortal spirit or soul. Permit me respectfully to

suggest, for the consideration of those concerned in the work, the

word ling, to be used alone when alone in the original, and to re-

ceive the appellation of holy when it has it in the original. This word

when used as a name means the soul or spirit of man
;
and when used ad-

jectively gives an idea of power prevading and operating, much in the

.same way as we believe God works by his spirit. Thus it is applied

to some of the ancient emperors, implying that they w’ere able to exert

an influence throughout their dominions, renovating the wicked, con-

ferring favor on the good, and even causing the brute creation to listen

to their commands. That this word is applied simply to the spirit

of man, and not to the spirit of God, may very naturally have resulted

from the fact that the Chinese have no knowledge of the spirit of God.

They do however in various ways apply the word to God. Thus

a native work entitled King sin luh
> % fe £$ speaking of the

blessings which a good man enjoys says, Shin ling wei chi, |jtj] ||p

$&Z : such expressions show that the word in question may be used

for the spirit of God in as strict accordance with the native idiom as
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could be expected in a heathen language, and I think that this word

correponds to the original term more exactly than any other which

has yet been proposed. It is true that when the Chinese apply this

word to God their idea is in many respects different from the Scrip-

tural account of the Holy Spirit. And so also when they use the

word God, their idea is very different from the God of the Bible; but

this is no reason why we should not employ the word which their

language furnishes as the appropriate term to convey either of these

ideas, and then correct their false apprehensions respecting them.

Having thus suggested this subject, I will leave it for the considera-

tion of those engaged in the work of revision.

One other topic of remark refers to the transferring of Scripture

proper names into Chinese. This is a difficult work, and when

done in the best possible manner the names will appear awkward in

their new dress. It is therefore desirable that careful attention

should be directed to this point, and that so far as practicable the

names be so transferred as not again to need alteration. I have but

one suggestion to make on this subject, viz.: that instead of attempt-

ing to represent in Chinese the letters of the original name, the

syllables only should be represented. The Chinese have no letters,

all their characters are syllables; hence it is impossible to represent

the letters of a name, and by attempting to do so we only increase

its awkwardness without making any nearer approximation to its

sound. When we have found the Chinese syllables which must

represent the syllables of the original name we have, in most cases,

done all we can do. Thus for example Petrus (Peter), a word of

two syllables, stands in most versions a trisyllable, and I will ven-

ture to say that a stranger hearing it would not recognize the name.

If the first syllable Pet were represented by pch, and rus by lo

(
un ' ess some better character can be found) there would be a

name of two syllables; and would not the sound of the original name

be represented better than by the characters now in use? Similar

remarks might be made respecting the names of Jacob, Joseph, &c.

There are doubtless syllable to which no one Chinese syllable would

make even an approximation, but which may be tolerably well repre-

sented by two. Such cases form exceptions to the above plan, and

require the exercise of discretion on the part of the translator. It is

also worthy to be borne in mind, that while the Chinese characters

must be selected according to their sound in the court dialect, yet

among the various characters of the same sound in that dialect let

those be adopted which have the most approprite sound in the other

dialects.
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Art. VI. Journal of Occurrences ; secret associations ; revolution

in Nipdl ; council at Peking
;

governmental embarrassments

;

the five ports ; Macao ; Hongkong ; neio publications ; Protes-

tant missionaries.

Regarding secret associations in China, the reader is referred to

vol. IV., p. 421, and to vol. V., p. 94, for information in addition to

that given in the first pages of this number.

In Nipdl there has been a revolution. “ A son of the late reigning

prince has deposed his father, and seated himself on the throne.”

The Friend of India, in addition to this information, reports revolu-

tionary movements in “ the Punjab.”

A New council, it is said, has been appointed at Peking, “which
will transact all important matters:” but of its organization, func-

tions, and so forth, we know nothing.

The government of H. I. M. is evidently not a little embarrassed,

by want of revenue, by overflowing of rivers, by breaking down of

embankments and dykes, by famines, and last,—but not least—by
want of good-faith in its officers. Every year and month giveg ad-

ditional proof of the correctness of his majesty’s remark, that “ his

servants, do not know what truth is.”

At the five ports, affairs continue gradually to improve. At Can-
ton a more paciffic spirit prevails among the Chinese

;
the re-build-

ing of the foreign factories progresses; and a recent fire, which
broke out in one of the factories, was extingushed with promptness,

the Chinese officers and people rendering every possible assistance.

At Amoy and Fuchau “ fitting official residences” are at length ob-

tained for H. B. M.’s consular establishments. From Kulang su, the

British troops are about to withdraw.

Of Macao we ought to have, or at least might have said a word
more in commendation, when referring to it in our last number. As
a place of residence none is more or even so healthy in all the east;

and in no other perhaps can individuals or families reside more
economically or comfortably

;
and its inhabitants too are not wanting

in kind offices.

Hongkong is improving and rising rapidly
;
but the fear is that

it will “ out-grow itself.” Time will show the truth.

Several new publications are claiming attention—we have space

now only to give their names: a new edition of the Pei Wan pun

fu, in 140 volumes; the first volume of Callery’s Dictionnaire Ency-
clopedique de la Langue Chinoise

;
a Christian Almanac in Chinese,

for the year 1845; the China Mail, Nos. I and 2; and, (quoting the

words of a correspondent at Shanghai,) “ Lin’s Geography, a hand-

some book in 20 volumes, with plates. Price $8.00.”

The following Protestant missionaries have proceeded north from

Hongkong : the Rev. W. M. Lowrie, in the Rob Roy, on the 17th

instant; and the Rev. M. S'. Culbertson, the Rev. A. W. Loomis,

and D. J. Macgowan, m. d., and their wives, in the Isabella Anna,
on the 20th instant.
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